OTOTRAK

OTOTRAK MODUL
TIP : YV1
DC 12V = 0.5 A

INSTALLATION MANUAL
(SPARK)
NOTE:
Device gps antenna side indicated by IMEI sticker must be pointed upward/outward in order to work properly.
NOTE:
Remember to apply silicone grease to connectors in order to protect them from water. DO NOT use silicone lubricant spray, or any other lubricant at all. Use grease only.
APPLICATION SETTINGS

IPHONE APP SETTINGS

ALLOW OTOTRAK TO ACCESS
- Camera: On
- Notifications: On
- Mobile Data: On

OTOTRAK SETTINGS

SERVER: EU
Username: YourUserName
Password: ********
Units: mph
Default command: Speed limit
Confirmation request: Off

SERVER: choose your server location
UNITs: choose to your preference (mph or kph)

ANDROID APP SETTINGS

Server IP Address: 213.191.158.46
Port: 28746
Username: yourusername
Password: ********

Units: choose to your preference (mph or kph)